Investigations on control and optimization of continuum manipulators have resulted in a number of kinematic and dynamic modeling approaches each having their own advantages and limitations in various applications. In this paper, a comparative study of five main methods in the literature for kinematic, static and dynamic modeling of continuum manipulators is presented in a unified mathematical framework. The five widely used methods of Lumped system dynamic model, Constant curvature, two-step modified constant curvature, variable curvature Cosserat rod and beam theory approach, and series solution identification are re-viewed here with derivation details in order to clarify their methodological differences. A comparison between computer simulations and experimental results using a STIFF-FLOP continuum manipulator is presented to study the advantages of each modeling method.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional limitations posed by conventional rigid linked robots, such as vast occupied space, rigidity, and relatively low dexterity, has resulted in an emerging trend during these recent years for scientists to show increasing interest in the concept of continuum robots. Taking inspiration from biological examples such as octopus tentacles, chameleon tongue and elephant trunk, researchers are looking into the possibility of replicating similar navigational and grasping characteristics by harnessing the hyper-redun-dancy demonstrated in nature [1] . This class of robots promises considerable performance improvements in different areas which currently witness the presence of traditional robots, such as surgical applications, underwater manipulation, rehabilitation, repair, etc. [2] , [3] , [4] . As a natural by-product of this trend, kinematic and dynamic modeling and analysis of these types of robots have gained similar attention within the research community. However, the inherent nature of continuum robots being highly deformable has put forward new challenges in this regard.
The most popular kinematic model for a bent continuum manipulator is provided by the Constant Curvature (CC) model. The CC model simplifies the kinematics of a continuum manipulator by assuming that the backbone kinematics in a planar deformed state can be expressed by a CC profile. In [3] , Webster and Jones deliver a thorough discussion on this subject and reviewed several methods for kinematic modelling of continuum robots using two separate sub-mappings: a robot-specific map relating the mechanics of the loads with the system material strains, and a general map to relate these strains to the spatial kinematic configuration of the manipulator. The general robot-independent mapping might suffer from singularity, as discussed in [5] , where a new shape function approach suggested by Godage can handle this limitation. Although being commonly used as a simplifying assumption, the CC assumptions are usually not accurate in the presence of external forces. The recent dynamic models to address this limitation can be categorized into four groups: 1) Lumped model elements using Lagrangian demonstration, which approximates the continuum manipulator with a number of rigid-link pieces combined with springs and dampers in-between [6] . The total kinetic energy of the system as the degrees of freedom goes to infinity is similar to that of a continuum manipulator. 2) The Euler-Bernoulli beam model [7, 8] and/or the Principle of Virtual Work (PVW) [9, 10] using CC kinematic. 3) Variable Curvature (VC) kinematics [11] with Cosserat rod model (or equivalent beam theory method), as explained in [12, 13] which leads to an optimization boundary value problem (BVP). Tunay presented an approximate solution for the weak-form integral equations resulting from this BVP in a finite element discretized form [14] . 4) Approximate solutions based on the identification of the system with a polynomial [15] , or shape function based series solutions [5] which construct a setup-specific model. These identified models are similar to single direct shooting methods in solving BVPs in mechanics of material community. The approximate solutions, appropriate for control purposes, are more precise and faster in terms of computation but do not ac-count for the structural characteristics, while the lumped model elements and Cost-rat rod model suffer from heavy calculations despite being suitable for design and optimization. In most of these methods, numerical inaccuracy and singularities in deriving the inverse kinematics are inevitable. We have recently introduced a new analytical method to model compound continuum manipulators in presence of external forces utilizing the principle of virtual work and experimental observation of the deformed system in which the CC is an initial but not essential assumption for the kinematic map. This can be categorized as an approximate solution which incorporates the compound structural characteristics of a continuum manipulator and provides a deformation map for the manipulator cross-section.
In this paper, a comparative study between five modeling approaches for kinematic, static and dynamic of a continuum manipulator is presented and their accuracy, advantages and limitations are discussed in comparison to experimental results using a STIFF-FLOP continuum actuator module [2, 16] (Fig. 1 .I,II). In the process; simple mathematic derivation of the manipulator deformation energy for the body and braided actuator chambers and mechanical maps based on Neo-Hookean assumptions are discussed; a comparison between different models for a braided extensile pneumatic actuator is presented and a novel tow-step modified solution is presented based on CC kinematics and Castigliano's method for beam deflections to enable using of CC assumption in the presence of high body and external loading.
In section II a review of derivation and implementation of the five modelling methods for continuum manipulators (Lumped system dynamic model, CC, two-step modified CC, VC Cosserat rod and beam theory approach, and series solution identification) are presented. The models' applications are discussed based on our simulation result performance and accuracy in section III followed by conclusion and discussion.
Modelling, Simulation and Experimental Framework
The spatial orientation of a continuum manipulator as the system control outputs can be derived based on CC or VC kinematics. This general map can be used as the system control model by relating the actuator chambers' length and manipulator tip position and orientation; however, a more precise model should consider the mechanical properties of the manipulator too [12] . Slenderness and softness of most continuum manipulators make external and body forces important in the modeling of their behavior. Body specific static and dynamic map models are used to relate these loads with the kinematic parameters of a continuum manipulator as are discussed in this section.
The simulation results are based on experimental setup dimensions (Table 1 ) and compared with the results from three set of experiments; 1) random pressurization of a STIFF-FLOP module in a two-module manipulator to study 3D deformation under extensive body weight ( Fig. 1 .I); 2) planar deformation of a module with extensive external load at the tip ( Fig. 1 .II); and 3) actuation of a pneumatic braided extensile chamber ( Fig. 1 .III). The error is defined as the difference in the length of the tip position vector in simulation and experiments and the error percentage is the ratio of the error to the experimental value of the tip position vector length. 
where Ra is the rotation matrix around a axis in the local frame, Γ is the transformation matrix, ρ is the axial transformation vector, subscript r denotes the relative rotation matrix between each two disks, i denotes the disk number and j is a general numerator. We use Cx for cos(x) and Sx for sin(x). Centre of masses (COM) position vector ( = r ), linear velocity () and angular velocity ([ c ] × = , . T ) in Cartesian coordinates and w.r.t the spatial frame can be found afterward. [ ]× is the skew-symmetric matrix of the vector and subscript comma (_,) means derivative w.r.t. the following parameter. The axial linear transformation and Euler angle rotations of all joints can be assumed to be equal to model a uniformly deforming link [18] while assuming separate free DOFs results in a VC kinematic model. Joints' stiffness and damping values can be identified from experimental results or can be derived using deformation energy of elastic material [6] . We left these two values to be constant. Cross-sectional deformation can be considered as a change in the inertia and diameter of the rigid links.
-Dynamic Model: Having the stiffness values and the gravitational potential energy function based on the initial shape of the manipulator, principle of virtual work (PVW) in static case and Lagrange method in the dynamic case can be used to model the system mechanics [6] . A high DOF BVP is formed in the static case and can be solved by a numerical optimization method. The dynamic equations are more efficient to be solved Algorithm. 1. Sample "AutoTMTDyn" input code for lumped model of planar motion body(i).type = 'rigid' ; body type of disk i body(i).m = mb/n ; disk i mass, n: number of disks body(i).I = Ib/n ; disk i length body(i).l_com = [ 0 0 l/(2n) ] ; disk i COM position joint(i).first = i-1 ; joint i 1 st body joint(i).second = i ; joint i 2 nd body joint(i).tr (1) .trans = [ 0 0 Ib/n ] ; joint i 1 st translation joint(i).tr (1) .rot = [ 0 0 ] ; joint i 1 st rotation joint(i).tr (2) .trans = [ 0 0 inf ] ; joint i 2 nd translation, inf: for DOF joint(i).tr (2) .rot = [ 2 inf ] ; joint i 2 nd translation joint(i).dof(1).init = 0 ; 1 st DOF initial condition joint(i).dof (2) .init = 1e-5 ; 2 nd DOF initial condition joint(i).dof (1 using a forward Runge-Kutta numerical integration method. A matrix form of equation of motion (EOM) using TMT method is presented to derive the dynamic model [19] . TMT method is a simple and clear method which eliminates the highest order derivatives in each step and results in a simplified matrix form of unconstrained Lagrange EOM, ideal for numerical simulation of complex large dynamic systems as
where is the generalized state vector, is the transformation matrix for multi body links' COM position and rotation in terms of generalized coordinates, is the system's mass and inertia matrix, and are the i th link mass and inertia matrices, C and are the external conservative and non-conservative forces in Cartesian (i.e. gravitational forced) and joint space (i.e. joint inputs) respectively, ni is the number of bodies and nq is the number of states. ̅ c is a 3×nq coefficient matrix derived by collecting q,t elements in c . The actuator forces are considered as concentrated force and torque acting uniformly on all DOFs. The translational and rotational stiffness are found from Euler-Bernoulli relation for each segment and by considering a symmetric deformation for the cross-section assuming an incompressible beam, where Π = 1 and λi is the Cauchy-Green principle stretch in the i direction [12] as explained later, = /( 2 ) and = /( 3 ), where n is the number of segments, E is the modules of elasticity, a is the segment initial area, Jd is the initial second moment of area around the d axis and λl is the axial elongation of each link as = 1 + / .
We used "AutoTMTDyn", a software package in Matlab programming language that drives the TMT vector form of the Lagrange EOM using simple inputs about the kinematics of the system [19] , to simulate a three-segment lumped model of a STIFF-FLOP manipulator module ( Fig. 2 .II). A sample input code for planar motion is presented in Algorithm 1. The model can capture transient behavior of the manipulator with high accuracy and good performance [6] . Despite the static models, the role of proper identification or modeling of the damping coefficient is important to capture an accurate dynamic model for the system. The model may become unstable and hard to simulate for higher number of links without the uniform deformation assumption, however shows to be accurate even for a small number of DOFs. The forward dynamics of the system is easier to solve and this method is suitable for dynamic control design purposes using traditional control theories for rigid body systems. Although some structural characteristics of the system is considered in the modeling procedure, this method cannot provide insight in the material property for structural design and optimization purposes. Simulation results are presented in Fig. 2 .I showing 22% mean error compared to the dynamic experimental results with body loads.
Constant Curvature Kinematics and Mechanics
Kinematic Model: As the most common used model for the kinematic representation, the manipulator is considered as a continuous CC curve as in Fig. 3 .I [3] . Here, a geometric map (fG) and a structural specific map (fS) describe the system mechanics. fG maps the curvature parameters (lm: central axis length, κ: curvature, ϕ: polar orientation angle) to curve tip position (ρtip) which can be found from CC assumptions using a set of transformations given by Ry(ϕ)-Rz(κl)-ρxy-Ry(-ϕ) [3] , where
This map suffers from inherent singularity for κ = 0. An effective method to overcome this singularity is using the actuator lengths as the system states in the differential inversion method to find the system model [3, 5] . fS maps the input parameters space (actuator lengths (lC) for hydraulic and tendon driven models) to curvature parameters space. For a module with three actuators we have [3] ,
-Euler-Bernoulli Beam Model: For pneumatic actuators, a second step is needed to map the pressure inputs to actuator length. In the case of the well-known "OCT-Arm" 
series of continuum robots [20] where the modules are created from actuators without a supporting shell, a map between the actuator pressure and elongation is needed. A simple model can be derived by assuming the manipulator deformation as superposition of the elongation and bending of an Euler-Bernoulli beam in the direction due to the static balance between the axial force (fEB) and bending moment (τEB) of the actuator at the tip, external loads and the body loads. The axial elongation is = 1 + EB /( ) or more precisely, by considering the cross-section symmetric deformation of an incompressible material as explained later and solving = 1 + EB 2 /( ) for and the curvature is = EB / or more precisely, = EB 2 / by considering the cross-section deformation after elongation. The simulation results assuming fixed cross-section for pneumatic chambers in comparison to experiments with body loads ( Fig. 1 .I) is presented in Fig. 4 .I,II.
-Geometry Deformation Model for Compound Structure: A more accurate model can be derived by considering the compound structure consisting of the body shell and braided actuators. A supporting body shell is usually used to prevent the actuator chambers from bulking, i.e. STIFF-FLOP [2, 16] , fS need to be derived by considering the body deformation energy (wS). A simple solution for wS can be found by only considering the body axial deformation and neglecting the bending and twisting as in the simple model for braided actuators. A more accurate but complex solution can be derived by extending our previous work [10] where the geometry deformation method is used as follows for the bending and elongation case,
This method predicts the cross-sectional deformation as in Fig. 3 .II. Then the principle of virtual energy becomes C, + G, + S, + B, = 0, where q = [ lm , κ , φ ] is the curvature parameters vector and wB is for external load and body forces. This can be solved for p = fS -1 (q). Simulation results in comparison to experiments for a STIFF-FLOP manipulator section are presented in Fig. 4 .I,II. The model has an average of 28% error mainly because of CC assumption errors; however, it increases the model accuracy by 3% compared to a simple Euler-Bernoulli beam method.
-Braided Pneumatic Actuator Exact Mechanics: For pneumatic braided extensible actuators two analytical solutions are presented based on principle of virtual work (∑ , = 0), incompressibility assumption and Neo-Hookean deformation energy relation ( = 6 ⁄ (∑ 3 =1 − 3)) [9, 10, 12] , where w is the virtual work or energy and q is the vector of system states. The principle of virtual energy for a chamber is , + , = 0, where wC is the chamber body deformation energy, wG is the air pressure work, = ⁄ 0 (considered as the only system state) is the axial stretch, I and d are the module axis initial and deformed length. This can be solved for p = fS -1 (q). The most famous model to incorporate the braiding effect, used by Trivedi for the first time for continuum manipulators, assumes the outer surface of a constant volume cylindrical chamber is constrained to the helical braids deformation as 3 2 S i 2 + 2 C i 2 = 1, where 3 is the radial stretch [12, 21] . His presentation of this formula in his paper, [12] , has some errors which are corrected here,
where is the initial thread helix angle, rc1 and rc2 are the chamber inner and outer initial radius and E is the module of elasticity.
-Braided Pneumatic Actuator Simplified Mechanics: For a dense threaded chamber, as in most actuators of this type, where ≈ π/2 and the chamber deformation does not change significantly, the thread helix radius change becomes negligible ( 3 ≈ 1, c ≈ c0 ) and the relation simplifies to
We have recently used a new so-called geometry deformation method inspired by Rivlin's work on the "Problem of Flexure" [22] with the same assumption as Trivedi [12] resulting in a new more complex way to reach the same results [9] . In both derivations, the braiding is on the outer surface of the chamber. If the manipulator has no shell as in OctArm [12] , this gives the map fS between the pressure and chamber length. A third simpler model is possible to drive by assuming a dense thread ( ≈ /2 → c ≈ c0 ) constraint on the inner body of the chamber. For the gas work, we have G = p0 C0 ( − 1), where ap0 is the initial internal area of the chamber. The outer radius of the chamber shrinks as the actuator extends. A homogeneous incompressible cylinder undergoing axial elongation with axial deformation ration λ, experiences radial and circumferential deformation with stretch of 1/√ to satisfy incompressibility criteria [23] . The Neo-Hookean model suggests that the deformation energy of body becomes S = E t0 0 ( 2 + 2/ − 3)/6 as in [23] , where at0 is the initial chamber thickness area. From the principle of virtual work, the pressure can be found as, = E t0 ( − 1/ 2 )/(3 p0 ). A comparison between the results of these methods for one actuator from STIFF-FLOP manipulator is presented in Fig. 3 .III. The figure shows the good accuracy of the inner dense thread model in predicting the values and overall behavior. Trivedi's exact and dense thread models have almost the same result with high error despite the results reported in [12] . We believe that this is due to the very small size and thickness of STIFF-FLOP actuators compared to OCTArm ones. The inner dense thread method is used to model the STIFF-FLOP manipulator using CC approach in the next sections.
-Simple Compound Model: Neglecting the bending in the body shell and the actuator chamber deformation energy (wC), we can assume the braids are on the inner surface of the chambers. Then we simply have G = ∑ 10 2 ( C − C 0 ) and G, + S, + B, = 0 as the system static model where lCi is the i th chamber axial length as in [3] ,
A careful choice of the combination of models for the actuator and body shell is important to achieve the best accuracy as well as comprehensiveness. The simulation results for the forward model compared to the experimental results with body loads ( Fig. 1.I) show 28% error for the general geometry deformation method (GD) and fix cross-section actuator (fix r), 31% for the Euler-Bernoulli model (EB) with fix crosssection and 28% for the Neo-Hookean symmetric elongation (NH sym.) model and extensile braided actuator (elong. helix) model, showing 3% increase in the accuracy of compound models as well as their comprehensive modeling ability ( Fig. 4.I,II) .
Two-Step Modified Constant Curvature Model
To compensate high modeling error related to CC assumption, Mahvash et. al. used a two-step approximate model where the CC map is being used for non-contact map of an eccentric tube catheter and a modifying map based on beam theory is used to model the deflections from the CC geometry due external and body loadings [24] . Here we investigate a similar solution for continuum manipulators. Any change in the input pressures or actuator lengths results in a CC geometry. Then the resulted curved beam undergoes small deformations due to body and external loads assuming a linear stressstrain relation (Euler-Bernoulli beam model) ( Fig. 4.III) . Castigliano's method for a linear-elastic structures is used [25] to find an analytical solution for the modifying deformation at the tip and the middle of the manipulator, II) z = S0 4 /(4 2 ) and yy = S0 4 /(2 2 ) are the cross-section first and second moment of area, G is the shear module, subscript x,y,z is the local curvilinear frame attached to COM and tangent to backbone curve and subscript X,Y,Z are for the main inertial frame. A correction factor (c=0.01) is used for the forces in y direction in calculating ( ) to adjust for the change in the moment arm in the static equilibrium compared to the initial CC configuration which should be identified for each loading condition from experiments. While this is a limiting factor, without this correction factor the formula results in a large error if the loading condition in the CC initial state is considerably different with the final equilibrium state.
The final tip deflection from the constant curve geometry we have, X = E, e X , Y = E, e Y , Z = E, e Z which can be derived analytically, not presented here due to the limitation of space. The actuator forces are not mentioned as they have been considered to find the initial CC geometry. The modified model improves the accuracy by %1 for all the CC models to preserves the accuracy of CC model in the presence of small external and body forces ( Fig. 4 .II); however, it is not enough for precise control design. CC based models suffer from inaccuracy in presence of external and body forces and singularity at the straight orientations. However, they provide a simple solution to the continuous behavior of the manipulators being used for real-time or simple path planning and control applications [3] . Use of principle of virtual work or the introduced two-step modified model enables this method to preserve its accuracy in the presence of small body and external loads and to account for the structural characteristics of the manipulator which helps with the design optimization problems [9, 10] . Lagrange dynamic method can be used for dynamic modeling of a continuum manipulator with CC assumption which mostly suffers from singularities and low accuracy.
Variable Curvature Kinematics and Mechanics
The VC model assumes the backbone consists of a series of infinitesimal CC curves [11, 12, 25, 26] to improve the backbone deformation model as the most important factor in increasing the manipulator modelling accuracy.
-Variable Curvature Kinematics: VC kinematics presents the relation between the local curvilinear frames with unit vectors di along the manipulator backbone curve tangential (), normal (̂) along a fix point in the cross-section, e.g. location of actuator 1, and binormal (̂) axes ( Fig. 5 .III). The curve spatial configuration usually expressed in inertial Cartesian coordinates. The local frame is the cross-section physical frame and . Cosserat rod or beam theory methods are used to find v and u based on the system loads. Euler-Bernoulli equations for a rod is a special case of these methods with infinite shear modulus (G). Integrating to find and R(s) results in the system VC kinematics [12] .
-Cosserat Rod Method: Cosserat rod model derive the equilibrium between the forces on each infinitesimal element of a continuum media using free body diagram of each element [26, 27] (Fig. 5 .III) as , + ( ) = ( ), and , + ( ), × + ( ) = ( ), , where the time dependent terms on the right side are dropped for static solutions. Hooke's law is been used to relate the variation of the boundary forces to the strains as ( ) = ( ) and ( ) = ( ) , where = diag( , , ) and = diag( 1 , 2 , 3 ) are the stiffness diagonal matrices. A simple version of this relation in the planar case is presented in [12] . Rearranging the derivations to find v,s and u,s based on the loads, results in the static mechanic map .
-BVP Solution: The static and kinematic map form a BVP for the strain and position vector spatial derivatives [26] that needs to be integrated over the volume and time. One can use finite element approaches [28] . Alternatively, for a forward integration method, the system four states (u,v,ρ,R) should be known at the start point. An optimization based method is needed to guess and update the base point states where the initial position ad orientation are known. The problem of finding proper initial guesses is simplified by finding the base states based on beam theory.
-Beam Theory Approach: Beam theory method can be used instead of the Cosserat rod method to find the static map where a combination of a holistic and an element-wise view of the system is considered. Both methods result in the same set of equations and identical in the simulation results. The loads at each cross-section are derived from writing a static equilibrium between the element internal stress vector and all the forces and moments acting on the cross-section that is located between the element section and the beam free end. This is different from Cosserat model where the equilibrium is considered between the element boundary forces. Here we need to know the geometry of the manipulator at the equilibrium state and finding the acting loads on the crosssections usually needs an integration over the manipulator length between the element position and the free end. These limit the application of this method especially for finite element implementation, however, it simplifies the BVP by eliminating the spatial derivatives of and (we work with the strains in this method) and provides the oppor- tunity to solve the forward integration method using approximate series solutions (concatenation, direct single and multiple shooting). The beam theory method results in the following static map for a continuum manipulator in the static case 
-Single Shooting Optimization Based Solution:
We can approximate the solution to the BVP with a series of finite terms, i.e. a polynomial of order n as a function of s, and investigating the equilibrium condition. This is considered as a special case of separation of variable method for Partial Differential Equation (PDE) systems that provides a weak form solution. The terms are consisting of separate space dependent shape functions and time dependent coefficients where the time dependent part is constant in static cases. The constants are being optimized so the guessed series solution represents the static equilibrium of the system. We fit a curve to seven points using Matlab "interp1" function and then use Matlab "fsolve" function for optimization of these points' positions in the plane starting from a straight configuration as the initial guess. The algorithm usually needs only two trials to find the equilibrium configuration for a singlecurve formation and three trials for a double-curve formation, i.e. in presence of high external force ( Fig. 5.I) showing the possibility of real-time implementation of this method. A similar result can be achieved by haven a polynomial of order at least three to model the "S" shape configuration of a single module under high external loads with good accuracy. As observed in previous research [13] , the overall accuracy of the Cosserat rod model is about 16% better than the CC models with a 12% mean error in comparison to the experimental results with extensive external loads. It is relatively hard to model the dynamics of a system using Cosserat and beam theory methods; however, they are the best in terms of accuracy to find the manipulator configuration in static equilibrium points.
Identification Based Series Solutions
Coefficients of a series solution can be identified based on the experimental results [5, 15] . Godage presented an identification based Taylor series solution for the kinematic map of a continuum manipulator (the relation between actuator chamber length and manipulator geometry) and later implemented the resulted identified solution in the Lagrange EOM for dynamic modeling of a continuum manipulator [5] . The spatial geometry is described using a time-dependent coefficient vector ( ( )) and a shape function matrix ( 
where ( ) = [1 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C1 C3 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 ] T is for a system with kinematic inputs and ( ) = [1 1 The simulation results show 11% mean error which is the most accurate results in predicting the static behavior of the manipulator with body loads after being trained with 30% of the experimental points ( Fig. 6) . However, the structural information which is necessary for design optimization is not incorporated in the model. Besides the complexity of the series solution make any further analytical analysis such as dynamic modeling, controller design and stability analysis a hard task. This method incorporates the same level of structural parameters as the Cosserat method and can be assumed as a basis for both optimization and control frameworks.
Discussion and Comparison
In table 3, a comparison between the different modeling methods is presented based on the derivation and implementation complexity, the level of structural characteristics in the model, sensitivity to model parameters, computation cost, overall accuracy and suggested applications. It worth mentioning that the information in table 3 is provided based on the feasibility, ease and popularity of the model usage for a specific purpose; however, all the methods can be used for different purposes after some modification. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a review on derivation and implementation of five different approaches for modeling of continuum manipulators is presented. Lumped system dynamic model, Constant curvature, two-step modified constant curvature, variable curvature Cosserat rod and beam theory approach and series solution identification are derived and the modeling results are compared with experimental data using a STIFF-FLOP continuum manipulator section. Our study shows the competency of the identification based model in comparison to the other methods in accuracy and performance. From a different perspective, we conclude that dynamic behavior prediction and control method implementation are streamlined in lumped system model. Different CC models based on the principle of virtual work show less accuracy but the better incorporation of structural characteristics which makes them suitable for design optimization purposes. Furthermore, through the sections of this paper, simple mathematical derivations of the manipulator deformation energy are discussed; a comparison between different models for a braided extensile pneumatic actuator is presented and a novel two-step modified CC solution using Castigliano's method is suggested to simplify the design optimization, control and path planning problems of continuum manipulators.
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